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Setting trends instead of following them: As “road bikes with linear handlebar”, the SPEEDER 
models serve fitness-orientated bike fans who want to combine athletic activity with suit-

ability for everyday use. Or do you need the adequate style for city rides? Our minimalist 
S-PRESSO impresses with timeless elegance. MERIDA – MORE STATE OF THE ART.
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speeder The modern term “deceleration” is definitely not part of 
your vocabulary? The motto “I am always up front” does 
apply to you? What a great attitude. Because it can be 
good for you to open the “body throttle” beyond your 
office or everyday stress and to counteract the threaten-
ing fatigue of your latently underchallenged condition. If 
you close your eyes and imagine the optimal device for 
such purposes, you perhaps have a sudden inspiration 
in form of a road racer. But MERIDA keeps in readiness 
an attractive alternative: Our SPEEDERs are virtually 
road machines with linear handlebars and additional 
finesses. Completely redesigned for 2014, they satisfy 
your desire for intensive training and offer comprehen-
sive suitability for everyday use as well.

The new SPEEDER geometry combines all essential 
approaches of MERIDA’s concept for fast bikes in daily 
use: Sportiness on the one hand, comfort on the other. 
Thus the moderately shorter top tube is complemented 
by an extended headtube. This results in still an athletic 
but not too stretched seating position – excellent for long 
training rounds. The slim seat stays provide maximum 
rearstay comfort. The latter as well as the SPEEDER’s 
traction can be increased by the optional utilization of 
tyres with a width of up to 28 mm. The spanned top 
tube provides an athletically aggressive look elegantly 
kept clean by the internal routing of the shifter cables. 
In addition, installation eyelets for fenders and mounts 
for a carrier underline the very versatile character of 
this high-speed bike. Accelerating your everyday life: the  
MERIDA SPEEDER.
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